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QUESTION 1

A company needs to improve their hiring process and hired a BPM analyst to map the current state. What is the first
thing the BPM analyst should do while constructing a discovery map? Identify the: 

A. Value-Add activities. 

B. sub processes within the hiring process. 

C. start and end points of the hiring process. 

D. activity where the maximum problems lie. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A security company provides background checks on individuals as a service. Based on various criteria, a customer\\'s
request can have a different priority to receive a better level of service response time. Whether the background check
passes or fails should not impact the service level. Requests with a high priority need to be addressed within the same
business day, those with a medium priority can take up to 3 days to process, and those with a low priority must be
responded to within 5 business days. The security company is currently updating the background check process and
wants to define some performance measurements to ensure customers are receiving the service level they are paying
for. How should the BPM analyst define the measurements to meet these requirements? 

A. Calculate the rate of background check passes per day per priority to determine the service level agreement. 

B. Count the number of background check failures for each priority and calculate the difference from the service level
agreement. 

C. Capture the times to start and complete the background check, calculate the duration and compare it to the service
level agreement by priority. 

D. Capture the times to start and complete the background check, calculate the service level agreement for each priority
and compare it to thetimes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A BPM analyst is modeling the process for acquiring membership at a club. The analyst interviewed the front office
supervisor, who provided the following description of the first activity "Enter Application": 

"One of our receptionists receives a paper application from the potential client, an applicant. The receptionist first looks
up the client\\'s name and address to see if it exists in our system, then enters the information from the paper application
into the system, and assigns a membership number to the application. When the application entry is complete, the
receptionist sends it to the manager for an initial review." 

The BPM analyst has created the discovery map in Blueworks Live and now needs to enter information from the above
description into the Details fields for the activity "Enter Application". 
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For the activity "Enter Application", what are the Inputs and Outputs? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A BPM analyst is modeling the process for acquiring an account. During an interview with the customer service
supervisor, the BPM analyst was provided with a Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed (RACI) chart that had
been created with the key roles and activities in the process. 
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The BPM analyst used the contents of the RACI chart to fill in the Details fields in Blueworks Live for the activity "Enter
Application". According to the RACI chart for the activity "Enter Application", who is the Participant? 

A. Customer Service Agent 

B. Customer Service Supervisor 

C. Customer Relations Advisor 

D. Customer Account Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs the BPM analyst to provide a business value and impact assessment to only proceed with processes
that align with their corporate strategy. The company\\'s corporate strategy is to begin with small quick win pilots that
require low effort and low impact and then scale to large programs that are low effort and high impact. 

In the exhibit below, which quadrants contain the processes the BPM analyst should recommend? 
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A. Top right, top left 

B. Top right, bottom right 

C. Bottom right, top left 

D. Bottom left, top left 

Correct Answer: D 
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